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Smmary 

The system studied consisted of a Blumlein 
modulator driving a sharpening spark gap in 
series with a carbon felt cathode electron gun. 
The spark gap is preset to fire at the E-gun op
erating voltage. A canputer simulation of the 
sys tern was made and was consistent wi th the 
system behavior. In order to eliminate large 
voltage excursions on the E-gun and to achieve a 
flat top it was necessary to place a capacitor 
across the spark gap/E-gun canbination to provide 
an initial low impedance load and dmnp the oscil
lations. In the 10 microsecond case, in addition 
to the dmnping capacitor, it was necessary to 
taper a few sections of each line of the Blumlein 
network to canpensate for the larger impedance 
change in the E-gun. 

Modulator 

IA:scr iption: 

The system1 consists of a Blumlein modulator 
to drive a spark gap in series with a carbon felt 
cathode electron bemn gun. The naninal charac
teristics of the modulator are 34 ohms impedence, 
a pulse width of 5.5 microseconds, and stored 
energy of 10,000 joules at 250 kV. The results 
discussed are at 150 kV. A schanatic diagrmn of 
the circuit is shown in Figure 1. The circuit 
works in the following manner. The thyratron 
short-circuits the front end of the network on 
the left. This is equivalent to reversing the 
potential of this network, thus putting it in 
series with the network on the right. If the gun 
has an impedance equal to the series rear range
ment of the networks, a voltage equal to the 
original de charging voltage appears across the 
gun. The reversal process results in a fixed 
time delay equal to one-half the pulse width 
between the firing of the switch and the applica
tion of voltage to the gun. A sharpening 
spark-gap at the input to the e-gun firing at a 
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potential over 160 kV results in about a 100 ns 
risetime of the voltage applied to the e-gun. In 
the initial set of conditions discussed the dmnp
ing capacitor and triggered crowbar gap are not 
used. 

Voltage and 01rrent Measurements: 

The only output voltage monitoring point in 
the circuit is the voltage across the charging re
sistor, which is in parallel with the spark-gap 
e-gun canbination. A typical plot of the voltage 
waveform taken with a Nicolet Explorer III Digital 
Oscilloscope is shown in Figure 2. The voltage 
applied directly to the e-gun after the spark-gap 
fires has to be obtained from a canputer simul
ation. 

A current transformer is used to monitor the 
current through the ground-leg of the e-gun. Un
fortunately for safety reasons more than one 
ground point has been used in the system design. 
As a result parallel paths for current exist. The 
current waveforms in Figure 2, show the problem in 
measuring the e-gun current. Part of the current 
passing thru the Blumlein switch appears superim
posed on the e-gun current. Since the Bllmlein 
switch current appears one-half pulse length 
before the output voltage is applied to thee-gun, 
a rever sed current appears on the current monitor 
and superimposes on the e-gun current for one-half 
of the period of current flow thru the e-gun. 
This canplicates the interpretation of the system 
behavior. The first 3 }.IS of the e-gun current 
fran time 0 has been redrawn (dashed line) on 
Figure 2, adjusted for the reverse current flow 
from the Blumlein switch. 

E::Qun. Impedance 

The data was analyzed to determine the con
stant for the time varying impedence, Z(t), of the 
e-gun in the following Child's Law relationship: 
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where k = constant, 
d =anode-cathode spacing (15cm), 
v =closure velocity, 
t = time, 

and V =applied voltage. 

The constants, which give the best fit are: 

k = 4.274 X 10-3, 
and v = 0.855 cm/~s. 

Table I lists the calculated values versus the 
measured values for the gun impedance at specific 
intervals. 

time (~s) Z meas (Jl..) Z calc (.0.) 

1 111 110 
2 94 94 
3 83.5 83.5 
4 81 73 
4.5 72 71.5 
5 81 79 

~ l. GUn Impedance-Measured VS calculated. 

Computer Sjmulatjon 

The simulation was performed with the Super
Sceptre electrical circuit transient analysis 
program running on a Cyber 170 central facility 
canputer. The s:::EP'IRE circuit analysis program 
determines transient and steady-state responses 
of large networks from a simple description of 
circuit topology and canponent values. The s:::EP
'IRE formulation employs a "state variable" 
concept and solves the time-dependent set of 
first order differential equations using numeri
cal integration techniques. The circuits 
investigated were all canprised of resistive, in
ductive, or capacitive elements, with switches 
being approximated as time-dependent resistances. 
For the circuits described herein, the program 
generally required less than 120k words (60-bi t) 
of memory, and solutions were usually obtained in 
3-5 minutes of CPU time. Reducing component 
count generally results in faster execution, but 
avoiding time constants in the circuit sub
sections which are small canpared to the simula 
tion time is far more important in obtaining com
putation-efficient solutions. The program was 
run under the same operating conditions to deter
mine whether the model was correct and would 
duplicate the measurements. In addi tion,i t pro
vided information on the actual waveform that 
appears across the e-gun. The following were 
computed as a function of time: 

VBO- Blumlein voltage output across 
RL3, 

lEG - e-gun current, 
and VEG- e-gun voltage. 

These curves are shown on Figure 3. On 
Figure 3a, VBO vs time, the actual measurements 
are plotted on the canputer printout for compari
son. Examination shows a good correlation 
between the actual measurements and the canputer 
printout. Figure 3b, lEG vs time, has the 

corrected current measurement plotted on the com
puter printout. A good correlation is shown 
between the corrected current and the computer 
printout. The actual voltage on the gun, VEG, is 
shown on Figure 3c. 

4.).LS. Network !Vbdifjcatjon 

The purpose of any proposed modification of 
the 4 us case was to provide a relatively constant 
voltage across the gun during the pulse. An im
portant consideration was to provide a 
modification that was simple to implement and used 
available capacitors and inductors. 

An examination of the e-gun voltage pulse, 
VEG, shown on Figure 3c shows a large damped os
cillation superimposed on the voltage waveform. 
The series spark-gap fired at 3.45 ps, which we 
will refer to as time zero. All future times are 
stated from this reference. At 0.48 )ls, VEG rea
ches a peak of 267 kV and at 0.93 )lS drops to 184 
kV. It then rises at 1.59 )lS to a peak of 220 kV 
and drops to 190 kV at 2.06 ps. This is followed 
by two smaller peaks during the remainder of the 
pulse. Consideration was given to damping the os
cillation by adding capacitance to ground at the 
spark-gap terminal of the coaxial cable. The 
effect is that the modulator sees initially a low 
impedance load rather than the initial high impe
dance load of the e-gun, thus eliminating an 
initial voltage over shoot that can exceed 25% 
across thee-gun. The capacitor also tends to act 
as a voltage clamp. Since thee-gun has an effec
tive impedance of approximately 90 ohms, at a 
network voltage of 150 kV a peak voltage of 200 kV 
should appear across the e-gun during the pulse if 
circuit and switch losses do not exceed 10%, To 
achieve fast voltage risetime across thee-gun, it 
is desirable to set the sharpening spark-gap at 
thee-gun operating voltage. 
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Three cases were examined. The first two 
cases were with a 0.03 pf and a 0.06 pf capacitor 
and the original spark-gap voltage breakdown set
ting of 164 kV. With the 0.03Jlf capacitor, the 
e-gun voltage is relatively flat for 4 JlS with a 
small oscillation superimposed, particularly at 
the beginning of the pulse. With a 0.06 )lf ca
pacitor, the e-gun voltage is slightly rounded 
with the oscillations effectively damped. The 
third case examined was with the 0.03 pf capacitor 
with the spark-gap breakdown voltage set for 196 
kV. The voltage risetime was improved. Table II 
compares the results. 

case 1 

Damping cap (pf) o.o3 
Spark Gap V (kV) 164 
Risetime (n~) to 200 kV 23 
E-Gun Volt (kV)-average 197 
Pulse Width (us) for+10kV,-10kV 3.97 
Pulse Width (us) for+10kV,-20kV 4.25 

2 

0.03 
196 

18 
200 
3.82 
4.24 

3 

0.06 
164 

24 
196 

3.89 
4.27 

~ 11. E-gun voltage waveform as a function of 
damping capacitance and spark gap breakdown vol
tage. 



On the basis of these results, it was 
decided that the simplest modification for the 4 
ps case would be to place two spare network sec
tion capacitors from the spark-gap input terminal 
to ground and to set the spark-gap voltage break
down for at least 190 kV. Figure 4 shows the 
results obtained. The load resistance drops in 
the 4 ps of operation from 126.{1.. to 73.!2.. To 
complete the simulation a triggered spark-gap 
with a 1 ohm load was added across the e-gun to 
crowbar the e-gun 4 ).ls after the sharpening gap 
fires. The voltage across the e-gun drops to 
zero in 270 ns. Thereafter a small oscillation 
occurs and rapidly decays. The maximum inverse 
voltage that appears on the cathode is 13% of the 
peak operating voltage. 

The process of modifying the circuit to 
reduce super imposed oscillations and to make the 
voltage across the e-gun constant is essentially 
matching the Blumlein constant impedance networks 
to, effectively, a constant impedance load with 
high capac i tance. The net effect is that the 
Blumlein circuit output voltage rises slowly and 
almost linearly to 200 kV and ranains relatively 
constant throughout the 4 ps that the e-gun is 
being pulsed. A canpar ison of Figures 3a and 4a 
graphically danonstrates the effect of the damp
ing capacitor. 

A similar study was performed for a 10 us 
pulse width. Since the diode spacing is variable 
it was decided to double the initial impedance of 
the carbon felt cathode e-gun by changing the 
diode spacing fran 15 em to 21.2 em. The pulse 
length of each line was doubled by increasing the 
inductance of each section by a factor of 4. 
Since sufficient network capacitors and mounting 
hardware are available, three sections were added 
to each line to achieve the 10).lspulsewidth. 
All computer runs were made using 13 sections for 
each network. An initial computer run was made 
without a damping capacitor or crowbar. The re
sults were similar to the initial results 
obtained in the 4 ps case; the major difference 
was a change in time scale of a factor of 2. 

Based on the results of this computer run it 
was decided to use the same approach as in the 4 
).lS case. A damping capacitor of 0.03 pf was 
added across the input terminal of the sharpening 
spark-gap and ground. The large oscillations 
were effectively damped, but the first and last 

H.ET\IORK II (10 SECTIOKS) 

HydrogenTI'!Yratroo 

Figure 1. 
4JJS Blumlein 
Modulator 
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microseconds of the pulse were about 10% low. To 
compensate for this drop in voltage it proved ne
cessary to reduce the impedance of the first two 
sections and last two sections of each network to 
24 by changing the values of the inductors. 
This reduced the effective operating pulse length 
to about 9 J.lS. Figure 5 shows the results. A 
crowbar was added to the circuit and fired 10 ps 
after the ignition of the sharpening spark-gap. 
Except for sane oscillations at the beginning of 
the pulse, the top is essentially flat at 190 kV 
for 9 us. During this time the impedance of the 
gun dropped from 260.{).. to 105 .n... • In order to 
achieve the full 10 ps flat top, it appears only 
necessary to increase the initial impedance of the 
gun and the network sections by another 10%. 

Conclusion: 

The problem studied was how to match a Blum
lein modulator with a non-linear load to achieve a 
flat top pulse with fast rise and fall time. The 
specific load used in the study was a carbon felt 
cathode. Fast rise and fall times are achieved by 
placing respectively a sharpening spark-gap in 
series with the e-gun and a crowbar consisting of 
a triggered spark-gap with a load across thee-gun 
and the flat top pulse is achieved by placing a 
damping capacitor across the input of the sharpen
ing gap to ground. The damping capacitor presents 
an initially low impedance to the Blumlein modula
tor and prevents the voltage overshoot when the 
gap fires. The capacitor effectively stores the 
energy that would appear in the overshoot damping 
the oscillation, and also tends to clamp the e-gun 
voltage and compensate for the changing impedance 
of the load. 

1. G. Dezenberg, S. Schneider, and W. Wright, 
"Modulator-Repetitively Pulsed Field 
Elni ss ion Electron Beam Gun Inter face", 
Proceedings of IEEE International Pulsed 
Power Conference, November 1976. 
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Figure 2. 4vs case. Typical voltage and 
current measurements at a charging voltage of 
150 kV (solid lines). Dashed line is corrected 
current. 
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Computer simulation of original circuit with measurement data. 
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Figure 4. 4~s case. Computer simulation with damping capacitor and crowbar added. 
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lO~s case. Computer simulation of recommended circuit. 
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